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Booria Carpet Designer is the most advanced carpet designing solution, which is able to 
meet all demands of professional carpet & rug designers. 

This advanced solution is coming with flexible and comprehensive set of drawing tools and 
a great range of functions and features, which are increasing design productivity.

Outstanding Border Wizard function made this software dominant. This fabulous function 
eliminates all complexities of border creation and let designers create different shapes of 
the same design just in a few minutes (rectangular, oval, circular, elliptical, octagonal in 
different sizes).

By using Booria Carpet Weaver you can convert designs into machine specific production 
data; supporting, single, double and triple rapier, face to face and incorporate techniques 
with a large range of weave sets.

Coming with a new different vision to provide the powerful carpet designing solution with 
affordable price and high performance/cost ratio, Booria Carpet Designer will provide you 
the maximum flexibility and guarantee a full control on designing process. 
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Features ...
:: Windows XP, Vista and Seven compatible (32-bit and 64-bit)
:: Border Wizard function for creating Rectangular, Oval, Elliptical and Octagonal 

shapes by easy drag and drop facilities in any sizes and densities
:: Pile & Loop Combiner for visualizing Double-Pile and Pile & Loop combinations
:: Gradient Fill Scheme with 4 different gradient tools: Gradient, Multi color Gradient, 

Color Course and Contour Gradient; supporting more then 66 different way of 
gradient fills 

:: Coming with more than 1750 ready to use motifs, design repeats, flowers, 
borders, medallions, etc. With easy drag & drop facilities and automatic 
transparency settings.

:: Equipped with a complete set of drawing tools (up to 60 drawing tools), with special 
drawing tools for spiral lines, symmetric motifs, DP curve tool, etc with customizable 
properties

:: Consisting of considerable functions (more than 150) such as resize, rotate, repeat, 
mirror, symmetry, color masking, contour, bookshelf, effect binding and more

:: Special functions for expert usage: Cross Planting, De-Perspective, Creel Map and 
more

:: Automatic filtering of scanned point paper designs with less than %1 error
:: Capability to work at any zoom level, with exact warp/weft ratio with customized 

grid and guide lines
:: Uni-Code application with supporting eight languages: English, Persian, Turkish, 

French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian or any other languages on request
:: User definable shortcut keys
:: Loop & Pile Simulation

Benefits ...
:: Maximum flexibility. 
:: User friendly and easy to use solution.
:: Increase creativity and design productivity.
:: Affordable price with high performance/cost ratio.
:: Meet all professional requirements in the field of carpet.
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Features ...
:: Windows XP Look. 
:: Uni-Code application with supporting eight languages: English, Persian, Turkish, 

French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian or any other languages on request
:: Creel Map function.
:: Full page design Browser, for managing and browsing design files.
:: Enhanced and easier Drag & Drop functions.
:: Exporting color usage report to Excel file for further calculation process.
:: Web Direct tool for checking the latest version of application and getting the latest 

news 
:: supports more then 66 different way of gradient fills in 4 different gradient tools, in-

cluding; Color Gradient, Multi-Color Gradient, Color Course and Multi-Color Contour 
Gradient tools! 

:: DP Curve tool in two different modes; Single and Continues, exactly like famous 
curves of DP (Deluxe Paint) program and more! 

:: Carpet Archiver, SQL-based design archiving and searching solution. 
:: User definable shortcut keys.
:: Cross Plant Guide Module.
:: De-perspective Module, for deriving designs from the perspective pictures.
:: Bookshelf an easy way for storing multiple selections for use in one or more designs.
:: Replicate tool for automatic repeat of objects with correct spacing into specified 

area.
:: Loop & Pile Simulation.
:: Additional Enhanced Tools, allowing more creativity.
:: Creating Binding Effect.
:: Coming with outstanding library of 1750 ready to use motifs, design repeats, flowers, 

borders, medallions, etc. with easy drag & drop facilities and automatic transparency 
settings.

:: Automatic merging of scanned and filtered designs for creating the whole design.
:: Equipped with a complete set of drawing tools (up to 60 drawing tools), with special 

drawing tools for spiral symmetric motifs, and more with customizeble properties.
:: Multiple brushes and patterns for the creation of interesting effects.
:: Gradient fill tool for creating dithered or halftone effects with two or multiple color 

options.

Multi-Color Gradient Fill toll user interface
with control over the positions and number of colors

:: Skewing, Shearing, Splitting, Trimming, Curving and Scaling of selections for interest-
ing effects.

:: Different selection formats including the selection of small designing elements.
:: Customizable drawing tools with full control on diameter, hardness, spacing, opacity, 

touch image and paper texture.
:: Consisting of considerable features and functions (more than 180 functions) such as 

cut, copy, paste, duplicate, resize, flip, rotate, repeat, mirror, symmetry, insert, ... 
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:: Automatic resizing tools, enable quick and easy modification of designs to new con-
structions and qualities.

:: Navigator window, overview of the entire design in a small window.
:: Working on multiple designs simultaneously.
:: Copy and paste the design elements and motives with protecting the selected colors.
:: Multiple steps of undo/redo.
:: Automatic filtering of scanned point paper designs with less than %1 error.
:: Different color reduction routines by taking advantage of artificial neural networks 

and interactive methods.

:: Easy creation of circular and elliptical borders.
:: Easy file finding with a handy design browser.
:: Capability to work at any zoom level, with exact warp/weft ratio. 
:: Shift function which help you to change the design elements position.
:: Easy Drag and Drop functionality to take an element from one design into another
:: Multiple brushes, and patterns for the creation of interesting effects.
:: Easy color masking and unmasking.
:: Multiple functions for color editing, color swapping and color changing and so on.
:: Easy to create, modify, add, rearrange and save color palettes according to designer 

preferences.
:: Automatic contouring function in different directions and thicknesses.
:: Multiple levels of automatic clean up for the cleaning of designs (with options for 

cleaning up on a single or multiple colors).
:: Print presentation allowing user to create layouts for design, background, color pal-

ette, text and logo.
:: Conditional color change for automatically adding and removing pixels in a predefined 

environment.
:: Reading and writing multiple different standard file formats (BMP, PCX, GIF, TIF, PSD, 

TGA, PNG, JPG, PAT ...).

Original photo with 85,010 colorsOriginal photo with 85,010 colors

Result of color reduction into 6 colors with trying keep the 
main colors

Result of color reduction into 6 colors with trying keep the

Result of color reduction into 6 colors with changing the 
existing colors into desired ones

Result of color reduction into 6 colors with changing the

Features ...
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Border Wizard 
Border Wizard function which reduces the difficulties of border designing and help design-
ers to give their designed borders circular, elliptical, oval, octagonal and rectangular 
shapes in different sizes.

 
Creating borders is a complex and time consuming process but by using this function the 
whole process becomes as easy as it could. Just need to define the border motifs, then the 
function will do the rest and create a wonderful border for carpet and rugs.
Designers can create up to 16 border fields which each field can have its own motif. The 
order of each field in the whole border design can be easily changed by very easy to use 
Drag & Drop facilities. Also designers will be able to change or modify (resize, rotate, flip, 
repeat, fold, shift and ...) any border objects at any time

By this new Border Wizard function, creating Rectangular, Oval, Elliptical and Octagonal shapes 
in different sizes will be done by easy Drag and Drop facilities just in a few minutes!
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Complexities of different warp and weft densities (Aspect Ratio) are omitted in 
this function. It will automatically calculate the data and fit your motifs as best as it could 
in your border with the lowest distortions. So base on the aspect ratio different shapes of 
the same design can be created.
This fabulous function supports two infill modes, Single & Repeated, to help designers com-
plete the whole design in one step. Designers can fill the remaining area of the design just 
by simple drag and drop. They can fill the design by a single motif which be placed in the 
centre of the rug or repeated motif with desired combination.
After producing border designs, even with aspect ratio, any clean up process is minimal.

These samples are created completely by Border Wizard function just in a few minutes! 

Border Wizard
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Cross Plant Guide 
Cross Planting feature is one of the unique techniques for producing machine-made carpets 
with higher colors than the machine’s setup.
This feature helps you to increase your color range up to 64 colors without any mechanical 
or electronic changes in your machine. 
Just by placing the right colors in the right positions, you will be able to produce the ma-
chine-made carpets and rugs up to 64 colors.

With Cross Planting tool you can edit frame’s setting, for defining the colors which should 
be placed in the same row of the creel, report plant guide, which show the start and end 
points of the alternative colors and report the frequency of each color usage in the form of 
histogram diagram.

 
Plant guide report

Besides, Cross Planting reports help the machine-made carpet and rug weavers to:
 :: Find and eliminate not used bobbins in the rows of the creels.
 :: Find the bobbins in the rows of the creels which run out more rapidly.
 :: Find the same grouped colors and place them in the creels faster than before without    

aany mistakes.
 :: Create different kind of printed and electronic reports in Excel files for production   

sside.  
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De-Perspective 
De-Perspective is a marvellous function to derive a carpet images from scanned images or 
digital photos. 

This feature breaks the boundaries and helps you to get your favourite carpet, even it has 
been spread on a floor, from an image.

With this tool, just define the four corners of your carpet wherever it is in an image and then 
take it out in your desired size.

                                 Original scanned picture                                                            The result of De-Perspective functionTh lt f D P ti f ti



Pile & loop Combiner
In order to reach more weaving effects, without adding new virtual colors to your 
design palette, Booria CAD/CAM Systems, has introduced its new function, Pile & Loop 
Combiner. 
  
This fabulous function enables designers to create additional effects in their designs, by 
utilizing double pile woven effects. By using pile & loop combiner, a defined color index in 
the design will be showed on the design as two or more other colors or even a multi-color 
pattern in each pixel.

The ability to define a pattern to a pixel enables this function to support new and modern 
carpet weaving machineries like pile and loop weaving looms. Through this function user 
can define which pixel is pile and which one is loop to help them visualize the design. 
  
This outstanding function helps producers to give their designs a fancy effect and makes 
them colorful without any additional production costs.
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  Design sample which is showing the double-pile area as       and       ,     

and loop area as 

D i l hi h i h i h d bl il d
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Pile & Loop Simulation
One of the most advanced features of Booria Carpet Designer is loop & pile simulation which 
gives the carpet design a realistic view. With this feature designers and carpet produces 
can see the effectiveness of the designs and see a lifelike carpet. This feature simulate the 
carpet design as fast as possible with true colors and always the real appearance can be 
seen.

Sisal look simulation sample 

Loop simulation sample

Pile simulation sample
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Symmetry
Symmetry is an advance tool for designing repeated motifs around a point. With this tool 
you can easily draw flowers, circular motifs and … just by selecting a center and drawing 
one side of your desired motif. This artistic tool automatically repeats the other sides 
and completes the whole motif. The number of axis (repeats) can be easily set (up to 
99), and depends on your setting (8 axis for instance) only needs to draw a small part (1/8 
here) of the motif.
This tool not only increases your designing speed but also gives your designing an artistic 
value.

Symmetry tool with 8 axis 

Mirror tool with 16 axis
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Multi-Color Gradient Tool
This advance tool lets you transform ordinary designs into extraordinary artwork. Creating 
special effects, modern looks and artistic views are made simple by using this special Multi-
Color Gradient Fill tool with up to 66 different gradient schemes in 4 different tools.
Multi-Color gradient tool makes you reach smooth transition between two or more colors in 
different modes. These modes make you create with the same colors different effects which 
are completely fit your design. 

Booria Carpet Designer gradient scheme consist of four different tools: Gradient, Multi-
Color Gradient, Color Course and Contour Gradient which enables designers to reach 
different shades with different steps, depth and different styles.
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Library of 1750 Motifs
This masterpiece which is created by Booria expert designers contains 1750 ready to use 
motifs, design repeats, flowers, borders, medallions, which make the library one of the 
unique Persian design collections.

This library utilized easy drag & drop facilities and automatic transparency settings for 
borders, in Booria Carpet Designer. Many of these motifs were designed directly according 
to characteristic of the region, culture, or even historical monuments.

They are available in great many varieties to suit several purposes. Moreover, they are 
colorful, pleasant, elegant and fashionable. 

Flowers

Border Flowers

Geometric

Shah Abbasi
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Library of 1750 Motifs
Medallions

Frames

and more than 16 basic categories with thousands of motifs ...

This collection of 1750 motifs with special library functions and utilities of Booria Carpet 
Designer, enables the designers to create their own masterpieces in speed of their 
thoughts.
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Full Page Design Browser
This user friendly function makes designers get rid of any additional software to view, edit 
and rename their designs.
It would be nice to organize your designs in your design environment like an expert, 
without switching to other applications. Through this function designers can manage their 
designs quickly and easily, by moving, renaming, copying, changing dpi, warp & weft den-
sities, color palette of their designs’ file while viewing their thumbnails without spending 
much time in front of the computer screen. 

Full page design browser keeps everything simple and efficient, from browsing & finding 
your designs, to editing them.
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Book Shelf
Book Shelf provides you an opportunity to save your selected areas and motifs for further 
usage in one or more designs whenever and wherever you want.

With this tool you can save up to 12 selected motifs, areas and desired figures, in the midst 
of the designing process and use them in your current design or save them for your future 
masterpieces.

The saved figures in the bookshelf can be easily dragged and dropped in the current or 
future design.

Book Shelf Dialog
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Carpet Print
Booria Carpet Print is specially developed to fulfill the hand-made carpet and rug pro-
ducers’ requirements.
Easily create your design by Booria Carpet Designer and print it in your desired way which 
your carpet weavers are familiar with it.

This software is utilized with different kind of printing methods - even special weaving 
codes like Talam for Pakistani carpet weavers - which enable users to print in different ways 
and make the software the flexible one.
The size of a printer is not important any more and you could print your designs in 
Color or Black and White (B&W) mode, with Color or Black & White inkjet or laser printers 
in any size even with a regular A4 printer.

Print Samples ...

 

Normal printing with grid lines

Grid lines with the first color indexes printing
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Print Samples ...

TALAM printing for Pakistani carpet weavers (B&W)

Color index printing (B&W)

The first color indexes printing (B&W)

Grid line with all color indexes printing

Special coding for tableau carpet
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Patterned Gradient
Booria Gradients are outstanding tools which make Booria different from peer software 
products. Various kind of gradient implementations let designers reach to the desired ef-
fects for modern carpets easily. New tool properties, multi color patterned gradient and 
patterned contour gradient, make these function state of art. 
Designer can combine pattern and gradient effect to create fabulous effects or even 
carpets.

The pattern can be selected from a list which can be updated by designers regularly (add 
their own pattern to pattern library). Gradient implementation can be performed in linear 
and circular methods (Multi color gradient) or as Contour Gradient. In each method designer 
can select gradient direction or depth and fuzziness of gradient to find its desired effects. 
With simultaneous usage of these two functions designers can create the whole carpet 
design, modern art designs, just with few clicks! 

These tools property besides the other 66 ways of gradient effect implementations, make 
the gradient tools of Booria more enhanced and unique. All these effects enable designers 
create with same colors different effects which completely fit their design.

All designs created just in a few minutes only by Booria Patterned Gradient tool
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Booria CAD/CAM Systems comes with new idea for Hand-tuft Carpet production which is 
called “Robotuft”. This advanced and unique feature supports Hand-tuft Robots and let 
the designers prepare designs for these devices easily without any boundaries. This revolu-
tionary Raster to Vector Conversion Solution comes with important features and func-
tions like: Vectorizer tool, Vector editor tools, Different filling algorithms, Filtering functions 
for optimized production and more.

By this advanced solution designers can freely create their masterpieces with Booria Car-
pet Designer  (which is pixel based software) and use all the functions and tools which 
this special carpet design software provides them for easy drawing. Then they can easily 
convert the designs to vector based designs ready to weave by Hand-tuft Robots by this 
unique feature. It also calculates and optimizes the best way for robot to move and weave 
the designs.

Import any vector and raster designs or digital images in Booria Carpet Designer , reduce 
the number of colors to your desired one, clean and retouch it with wide range of functions 
and drawing tools, then make it ready to weave with Robotuft function in a few minutes.
Through this special function, all the difficulties for hand tuft carpet design creation will be 
eliminated and variety comes to your production.

Robotuft
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In carpet industry undoubtedly color plays an important role in production. Right selection of color 
combination of each design can attract some one or make him ignore a beautifully designed carpet. 
So design beauty with correct color combination become meaningful and an expert designer should 
have these two together. 
Here by using Color Harmony, designers can create the right color combinations for their design 
jobs by using classic color formulas with easy drag and drop facilities. 

The Color Harmony is containing different parts: Color Wheel, Color Wheel Pro, Variations, Blender, 
Schemes, Dictionary, Color Palette. 

Color Wheel: With this feature user can easily find or create new colors base on RGB (Red, Blue 
and Green) or HSV (Hue, Saturation and Value). 

Color Wheel Pro: This definitely astonishing feature can suggest the user different colors base on 
different modes upon a selected color. User first selects a favorite color as a base color. Then the 
feature base on selected mode suggests other matched colors to add them to color palette or other 
functions. Color Wheel Pro select other colors base on different standard color modes and formulas 
or customized ones.

Variations: With this feature user only selects bottom and top color. Then base on RGB values the 
software automatically generates the middle values. This help user reaches to different shades of 
two colors easily to have more smooth color effect. 

Blender: With this feature user only selects bottom and top color. Then base on RGB or HSV values 
the software automatically generates the middle values. The blend path enables users to create 
colors base on RGB value, HSV value clockwise or HSV value counterclockwise. 

Schemes: This interesting and useful feature provides color combination data base. It means user 
can work with a color data base which suggests him suitable colors to its selected color regard to 
defined color tolerance. User also can add further color combinations to the standard color combi-
nation gallery and rate them for future usage. 
 
Dictionary: This complete color dictionary contains more than 5000 standard colors by their RGB 
values and their name. Users can create a new dictionary with their own colors or open the existing 
dictionary and update it for future usage.

Color Palette: With this feature, user can see his created color palette. Here user can also assign 
names to colors, remove duplicate colors or change same names to use it as its standard color 
palette. 

19
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Chromatone Color Reference
To solve the color handling problem of carpet producers and designers Booria implement 
special standard color codes, Chromatone, to its software. By using this standard system, 
designers can work regard to proposed color combination of the customers or marketing 
team without any problem in matching designing and real dyed colors. This international 
reference source for carpet color is an absolute essential for everyone with a serious attitude 
to aesthetics and design.

In Booria Carpet Designer, users just insert color codes of required color combination, 
then software will automatically find the colors and add them to users’ color pallet. So 
designers can easily design with exact colors and be sure of output color result.
Chromatone comes in different packages. Traditional Chromatone Atlas; 24 Hues each 
comprising 45 poms to complete a full spectrum of 1080 graded colors. Portable Atlas; 
comprises six stack-on trays. Each tray houses four Chromatone triangles of 45 poms 
totaling 180 poms per tray. The Chromatone 360 Collection; this set comprises 360 
yarn poms in a visually stunning suitcase format which provides, at a glance, a full color 
spectrum of yarn poms.

This exciting capability of Booria Carpet Designer;  enables expert  designers to do 
Perfect re-coloring and color matching which is a vital part of the carpet design process 
conveniently.

Booria CAD/CAM Systems - Tehran
2nd floor, No. 43, Khoramshahr St.,
Tehran, 15576, Iran.
Tel.: (+98 21) 8873 9073
Fax: (+98 21) 8873 9048
Email: info@booria.com 

Booria B.D.T.S - Istanbul
Dereboyu Sok., Sun Plaza, Kat:13,
Maslak, Istanbul, 34398, Turkey.
Tel.: (+90 212) 366 02 16 
Fax: (+90 212) 366 58 02
Email: info@booria.com


